Prince George County Public Schools
Questions with Responses for Transportation IFB’s
IFB-21-0306-2T
1. Are any of the passenger LT truck tires for pursuit vehicles?
o No pursuit tires.
2. 4th tire down size has an H in the size-is this a typo?
o This is a typo.
3. Last tire has an S in size is this a typo?
o This is a typo.
4. On the section for Car and Light Truck tires I don’t see where a ply rating( Load
Range) listed for the tires. Most P-Metric tires are 4 ply but the Light truck tires
can range from 6 ply to 10 ply?
o 4 ply is fine for car, light truck is 6 to 10 ply. Please price all.
5. You have a quantity column for each tire, but it is blank. Do we just put a quantity
of 1 and the price per tire next to it?
o Yes, we would like price per tire.
6. No quantities listed for the school bus tires.
o The School bus tire is price per tire.
7. You list a quantity and total price in both vehicle categories. Could you specify
the quantity you need so I can provide you a total price? Or would you just prefer
a per tire price?
o Tire quantity varies- we would like price per tire.
8. Under the school bus category you list Brand Michelin but then have another
column that requests brand and model bid. Did you want Michelins or can I
submit another brand equivalent?
o Michelin only.
9. Can I submit a bid without recap services, or must you have a single vendor that
provides all of these services?
o Do not have to have recap services.
10. Under the school bus category, you only request one type of tire for each size.
On these school buses you have a drive tire and a steer tire. You put the same
size but two different tires on the front and rear of these buses. Please advise on
how you would like me to bid.
o New tire on steer and recaps on rear.
IFB-21-0306-4B Filters, Brake Drums and Brake Shoes.
11. Filters, on the bid list there is only Wix branded filters listed, will the County
except a different brand of filter such as Baldwin Filters?
o Wix is preferred but we will accept bids on other filters such as Baldwin.
12. Brake drums, only Gunite brand listed, will the County except a different brand
such as Webb drums?
o We will accept bids on other brands of drums like Webb.

